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TO OUR FAB FRIEND,

5 ways to raise
your vibes

We all want to be able to feel good every single day
with the best kind of high vibrations, affter all it

makes sense as to why. 
Subconsciously we know that when we feel wonderful
and have a higher frequency, we can attract the
things that we want in our lives much faster.

So here is my little free e-book with 5 tips that
will truly help you to raise your frequency.

Don't forget to check out my youtube channel for the
full 16 tips of raising your frequency.

alexaceza
Can't wait to see you slay!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLDFoEgr9sn0-CewysvXMw41jsTc-MOSMD


TO OUR FAB FRIEND,

1 - Declutter
the Negativity

Anytime we hear declutter, some of us get a headache
of "Ugh, I really have to go through my old things

and clean out the space?" 
And while yes decluttering your place is essential
and does take some energy, we also must remember to
declutter our social media and who we are engaging

with that may be negative. 
Being around negative energy or following people who
keep talking about negative things will ALWAYS keep
your vibes low and you won't feel good at the end of

the day. 
Do yourself a favour and clean the negativity out!
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TO OUR FAB FRIEND,

2- A Morning
Routine

How many of you wake up and actually feel good and
blessed to be given a new day to live in and create

your dreams?
Most of us do not and we are missing a huge

opportunity in creating our day when we miss our
feeling awesome in the morning. 

Many successful people have wonderful morning
routines and there are a bunch of different ways on
doing it. So I always welcome people to create THEIR
own morning routine as this is something that must

work for YOU. 
Go ahead and get experimental on what sort of things
you can do in the morning to feel amazing and raise

your vibes!
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TO OUR FAB FRIEND,

3- Energy
Work

Now you may be thinking "what now?"
but energy is truly everything and we are made up of
energy. Frequency - a high frequency is ALSO energy
which means that energy work is super beneficial of
raising your vibes and clearing out old stuck energy
that must be released. I practice energy work every
day and it truly makes a difference in my overall

energy well being. 
I made a morning routine showing the type of energy

work I do and also how my morning routine looks like. 
Whether you check out my video or not, you can find
so many videos on energy work that will help you

understand how to do it and how many health benefits
it has for your mental well being and body. 
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TO OUR FAB FRIEND,

4- Forgiveness
Many of us still live in the past with feeling hurt
or angry with those who have done something bad for
us. Now I do understand the pain that can be caused
from another individual that you truly trusted, I

also know by doing this work that holding onto those
old negative emotions keep you stuck in a low

vibrational energy. 
A good way to start releasing this, is to actually
forgive the person/situation that happened in the
past. This can be actually calling that person and
telling them that you forgive them (especially if
they did apologize) but this could also mean just

doing it mentally which is just as effective as if it
happened in real life- sometimes even better. 

Releasing the old energy of resentment/anger/sadness
will help you release the low vibes and help you

finally raise your frequency higher. 
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TO OUR FAB FRIEND,5- Joy 
Moments

My last but absolutely FAVOURITE tip is to create joy
moments throughtout your day. 

Think about it, how many times have you allowed
yourself to feel joy/happiness for absolutely no

reason at all?
Most of us wait for a reason to feel happy or joyous
but I am literally telling you to create that emotion

everyday because why the hell not?
I will do this in my morning routine by simply
putting on a song that makes my soul dance and

express my joy and happiness in that moment. It's my
absolute favourite thing to do and helps me raise my

frequency VERY high!!!
Think about it all the high vibe emotions are the
embodiment of happiness, love, joy and compassion. 
This can be hard to do in the beginning but so well

worth it later on!
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TO OUR FAB FRIEND,Higher
Frequency

These are my absolute favourite 5 tips to give to
folks to help start raising their frequency and start
creating the life they want, in fact these are some

of the techniques I teach my clients to do!
I made a youtube series with a lot more tips on
raising your frequency, if you are interested in
doing more techniques in helping you feel great!

If you are wanting for more and want to finally step
in into fully developing yourself into the highest
version, then I highly suggest working one on one
with me or someone else who you resonate with that
can help you cut the mental clutter and connect

yourself with your divine. 
There's a rabbit hole of information and techniques
and it truly depends on every individual on what

works best for them.
Let's have a chat and see what will work best for

you.
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